Quick Start Guide
Set up TraceTogether Token and photo ID scanning

For businesses new  
to SafeEntry
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For businesses new to SafeEntry
Set up your SafeEntry business account
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Click on “Go to CorpPass” if your
business has a CorpPass account
Register for a SafeEntry 

business account
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Once account is approved, you will
receive a email titled “Account approved!
Welcome to SafeEntry”

Login to your CorpPass account to access
the SafeEntry Business Onboarding form.

Fill up and submit the SafeEntry

If you do not have CorpPass account

Go to SafeEntry website and click  
on “Register your business” on 

the home page.

Business Onboarding form

please see instructions on registering
with an Email account in the
SafeEntry User Guide @ here
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Take note of your account details, which are
needed when you log in to the business account.

Go to SafeEntry login page and log in  
with your account details
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Save the branch code. It is needed
when you log in to the SafeEntry
mobile or web app for scanning
TraceTogether Tokens and photo
IDs

After logging in, click on  
“Add a branch”
You only need to create 1 branch
for each business venue,
regardless of the number of
entrances/exits at the venue.

Fill in the details of your  
business venue
Click on “Create Branch” at the end
of the page once you are done.
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When you create a branch in your
SafeEntry business account, 
a SafeEntry QR code will also  
be generated.
Refer to the SafeEntry QR User
Guide here on steps to  
download the QR code  
for your branch.

Scanning with a smartphone
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Download the SafeEntry
(Business) mobile app

Open the app and key in your mobile number to receive  
an OTP via SMS

ou can also use the SafeEntry web
app which has the same features as
the mobile app.
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Enter the OTP and login with  
your branch code
Assign a name to the Entry/Exit   
(e.g. Front Entrance).

The mobile app offers faster
scanning speed.

Once you are logged in, tap on “Use Gateway mode”
or “Scan Token or Photo ID” to start scanning
ou can check in visitors via:
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SafeEntry Gateway Mode
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Success/unsuccessful message
If you are unable to check in
successfully
1.
 Token may have run out of battery 

2. Scan Token’s QR code using Scan
Token or Photo ID mode instead
For more information, please go to SafeEntry
Gateway FAQ.

If check-in is successful

If the Token QR code cannot
be scanned successfully

A confirmation in green with  
the last 3-digits of NRIC number  
is shown.

ou will see a prompt to Scan
Token QR or enter the ID  
number manually.
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Start scanning by positioning the
viewfinder above the QR code on
TraceTogether Tokens or barcode
on photo IDs.

or Scan Token or Photo ID
Success/unsuccessful message
If you are unable to scan the
Token QR code successfully

If check-in is successful

Start scanning by positioning the
viewfinder above the QR code on
TraceTogether Tokens or barcode
on photo IDs.

A confirmation in green with  
the last 3-digits of NRIC number  
is shown.

If the Token QR code cannot
be scanned successfully

If you are unable to scan the
Token QR code successfully

ou will see a prompt to try again
or enter the ID number manually.

Proceed to key in the ID number manually.
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ou can also use this option to check in
passport and foreign ID holders.
Y

Scanning with 2D barcode scanner connected to a laptop
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Go to SafeEntry scanner login page and log in
with your branch code
Assign a name to the Entry/Exit   
(e.g. Front Entrance).

Select “With barcode scanner”
Select “Allow” when prompted by your browser to  
give SafeEntry permission to use the camera for  
SafeEntry scanner.
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Start scanning TraceTogether Tokens with
your 2D barcode scanner

Success/unsuccessful message

If check-in is successful
A confirmation in green with the last 3-digits of NRIC
number is shown.

If the Token QR code cannot be  
scanned successfully
You will see a prompt to try again or enter the  
ID number manually.

If you are unable to scan the Token QR code successfully
Proceed to key in the ID number manually. You can also use
this option to check in passport and foreign ID holders.

